
Date: n.d.

Artist or Maker: written by Stewart L. McGurdy, M.D., F.A.C.S.; published by Medical Abstract Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, PA

Material: paper, leather

Dimensions: 5 1/4" x 2 3/4" x ½"

Condition: Fair - covers are slightly worn; 1/4" hole on cover near binding; slightly water stained on end papers; last two pages are torn


Additional Comments:
Object: book; *Manual of Human Cross Section Anatomy* by Dudley J. Morton, M.D., Raymond C. Truex, M.S., Ph.D., and Carl E. Kellner; published by Williams & Wilkins Company, Baltimore

Date: 1941

Artist or Maker: written by Dudley J. Morton, M.D., Raymond C. Truex, M.S., Ph.D., and Carl E. Kellner, published by Williams & Wilkins Company, Baltimore

Material: paper, fabric

Dimensions: 15 ½" x 12 1/4" x 1 ½"

Condition: Fair - covers are slightly worn and stained; two pages are completely torn away from binding; end papers are slightly soiled

Description: The book was purchased used by the donor for her own medical studies. The cover is red with black print. There are two names written on the first page, “Rita Rosini” and “Ruth Goyne”. The two pages that are torn out were blank pages, originally bound into the book, that read “NOTES” at the top. Both have hand drawn illustrations, one of which is signed, “R. Goyne”. This is an anatomy text and is broken up into the following sections: “Vertebral Levels with Anatomical Structures”, “Head and Neck”, “Thorax and Abdomen”, “Female Abdomen and Pelvis”, “Upper Extremity”, “Thigh and Leg”, “Ankle and Foot”. There are many printed illustrations as well as hand drawn illustrations by previous owners.

Additional Comments:
Allegheny University of the Health Sciences
Archives and the Special Collections on Women in Medicine

Accession #: 1997.3.3
Date: September 16, 1997

Source: Jo Anne Overleese, M.D.
Address: 101 Panorama Drive
Love Ladies, NJ 08008

Phone #: 609-494-0217

Object: book, Notes of Hospital Practice, Samuel L. Miller, M.D., ed., self-published,
Philadelphia, PA

Date: 1882

Artist or Maker: edited by Samuel L. Miller, self-published, Philadelphia, PA

Material: paper, fabric

Dimensions: 8 1/4" x 6" x 1"

Condition: Fair - covers are worn and stained; back cover is badly water stained; end papers are slightly soiled

Description: The book was purchased by the donor. The cover is maroon with gold print. This is the second printing of this book. The first is in the Archives book collection, catalog # RC71, M5. Chapters include “General Diseases”, “Surgical and Venereal Diseases”, “Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women”, and Nervous Diseases”. The book is divided into three parts. Part I is subtitled Philadelphia Hospitals. Part II is subtitled New York Hospitals, and Part III is subtitled New York and Philadelphia Hospitals.

Additional Comments:
Source: Jo Anne Overleese, M.D.
Address: 101 Panorama Drive
Love Ladies, NJ 08008

Phone #: 609-494-0217


Date: 1844


Material: paper, fabric

Dimensions: 9" x 6" x 1 ½"

Condition: Poor - spine cover is tearing away from the binding; about 1" from the top of spine is missing; front cover is only loosely attached to the binding; covers are worn; end papers are slightly soiled and stained

Description: The book was purchased by the donor. The cover is dark green with gold print on the spine. The cover shows a shield with three rams. After the title the first page reads, “Selected from the Works of the Principal Writers on that Disease from the Earliest Periods to the Close of the Last Century.” It notes that it was edited and translated by Ericksen. It is divided into two sections titled, “Symptoms, Pathology, and Causes” and “Treatment”.

Additional Comments:
Source: Jo Anne Overleese, M.D.
Address: 101 Panorama Drive
        Love Ladies, NJ 08008

Phone #: 609-494-0217

Object: dissecting lamp

Date: c. 1940

Artist or Maker: Burton

Material: metal, glass, fabric

Dimensions: 41" (height) x 11 ½" (base)

Condition: Poor - tape covers the lamp head; most of the metal parts are rusted at least slightly; some, such as the base are very rusted; two wires are loose; very soiled

Description: The lamp belonged to the donor and was used while she was a medical student to illuminate dissection material.

Additional Comments: